dicated series, "The Story of Our
Costly Congress." By Bingham's estimates, Congressional costs since 1953
have risen six times as last as the
rest ol (he Federal budget.
A Modicum of Discretion
These and other "exposes" touch
on a fact, ol lite in Washington today.
To compensate lor the continuing
aggrandizement ol the Executive
Branch, Congress has sought ways
to increase its own role and prerogatives. "I.'he ambitions remodeling of
the Capitol, the expansion into the
new office buildings, the growing
practice of calling in the experts or
farming out all sorts of projects to
them, all express Congress's determination not to be overshadowed by
the Executive. More important, as
the job of Congress becomes increasingly complex, there is a corresponding need for it to have its own
sources of information and intelligence. The investigative operations
have been multiplying, and so lias
the cost.
In pursuit of its Constitutional responsibility to keep check on the
Executive Branch, Congress cannot
always follow the rigid and cumbersome procedures it demands of others. A committee must be allowed a
measure of secrecy and free initiative
in its investigations. Congressional
expenses are small change compared
with the billions spent by the Executive departments. But just for this
reason, congressmen ought to be
meticulous in money matters if they
want to preserve their legitimate
function as guardians of the government purse.
Petty instances r' waste do not set
an inspiring example for those outside government who find their own
work and play habits being affected
by the intricate provisions of the revenue acts passed by Congress. Next
year, a major task on the legislative
agenda will be to carry further the
tax reform begun this session. Before
they resume tinkering with other
people's financial practices, the congressmen might well take a hard look
at their own. They can be sure that
every dollar misspent by any one of
them who is inclined to be silly or
profligate will authorize wastes in
geometrical proportion in the Executive Branch of the government and
in the business community.
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A Phoenician
Is Still a Phoenician
WILLIAM S. ELLIS

S Foundation

r.vi-.RAi. YEARS AGO the Rockefeller

announced that it
was providing a five-thousand-dollar
grant to the Lebanese government to
be used for the purchase of books
dealing with international relations.
The reaction in Beirut was one of
astonishment.
"Books on international relations?"
exclaimed one deputy. "Next they'll
be telling us how to grow cedars."
Lebanon needs no instructions in
how to conduct affairs with other
countries. As a small Arab state
(with an area and population about
two-thirds as large as Connecticut's)
devoted to the preservation of its
identity from extinction in Nasserism, Lebanon has learned to write its
own rules for survival.
The Lebanese, like more than
eighty-lour million other Arabs from
Morocco to the Persian Gulf, are
constantly buffeted in a Pan-Arab
movement that threatens to blow
away borders and toss nationalities
to the winds. But the Lebanese are
not allowing themselves to be carried
away. There is, of course, a sound
reason for this resistance. The Lebanese enjoy a high standard of living
and education. T o be absorbed into
a sprawling nation made up mostly
of miserable, illiterate peasants such
as the Egyptian fellahin or the Iraqi

shrugi would call for many sacrifices—sacrifices the Lebanese are not
willing to make.
Lebanon sees itself as the Switzerland of the Middle East, taking
sides neither in the Arab bloc nor
the world at large. "Exactly what is
our foreign policy?" a member of
the opposition demanded when the
then premier, Saeb Salam, was being
questioned in parliament after a
visit he had made to the United Nations last year.
"It is one ol neutrality," Salam
replied.
"Why, then, didn't we support the
demand for a new meeting between
the leaders of Russia and the United
States?" the deputy asked.
The premier eyed the fresh carnation in his lapel, thought for a few
seconds, and then said, "That would
have been positive neutrality."
do exist as to which
D
way Lebanon's neutrality should
lean. The gravest lest came in 1958
IVISIONS

when Moslem factions, attempting
to undermine the country's generally
pro-western regime and push the
country into line with Nasser's
dream of a vast Arab empire, rose
up in open revolt. Thousands of
U.S. Marines were sent to Lebanon
to help control the revolt. As they
THE REPORTER
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How minding
our own
business
gets a lot of
other things
done

Nearly 25 years ago Creole Petroleum, our affiliate
in Venezuela, set up an educational aid program for
its employees and their children. Then in 1956 . . .

ABC's to Ph.D.'s

O

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (New Jersey)
and its affiliate

HUMBLE OIL fit REFINING COMPANY
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Others are taking courses in science, mathematics, history, engineering, trades and crafts—using buildings,
books and equipment furnished by the Foundation.
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the Creole Foundation was organized to make educational and research grants throughout Venezuela. They
are available to employees and non-employees alike.

The Foundation now is spending about a million
dollars a year on dozens of constructive projects. Some
young Venezuelans are studying modern agriculture.

Rural and city schools, and universities too, have been
helped. Many students have been sent to U.S.
colleges and universities for advanced study. Thus...

a privately endowed foundation has become important
in a nation's educational growth. Business, conducted
with imagination, often produces unexpected benefits.
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The enemy will not wait for a sunny day.
If he should strike, the blow will come when and where
it suits birrL In weather conditions tie chooses.
We must be able to punch back fast. In nuclear, guerrilla
or conventional conflict. In clear skies or black storm.
Anywhere. Any time.
Republic's F-105D fighter-bomber has the versatility and
packs the punch. It can retaliate with a massive long-

range blow or go in on the deck to support troops. And
with its all-weather capability the F-105D can lock on
target, deliver accurately, get home safely . . . in the kind
of weather enemies choose to fight in.
The F-105DThunderchief is on duty with the United States
Air Force now. It can be airborne in ten seconds flat
from a cold start. Rain or shine. Anywhere. Any time.
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landed on the bleached beaches they Hamadeh breathed deeply and devrere met by grinning Lebanese ped- livered a haymaker of flattery for his
dling peanuts, soft drinks, Persian "wise, sincere, and inspiring leadership" and of earnest prayers for the
rugs, and lottery tickets.
The profit motive inspires much United Arab Republic "as a symbol
of Lebanon's devotion to neutrality of the power and solidarity of the
—a neutrality characterized not so Arabs."
much by straddling the fence of inOf course, Hamadeh's prayer could
ternational affairs as by stumbling not keep Syria in the TAR but Nasser,
and falling off each side an equal appeased, vowed that the UAR would
number of times. Late last year always remain Lebanon's "staunch
a group of army officers in neigh- friend." By such tactics as this, Lebboring Syria revolted and finally anon survived yet another in the
declared that country's independence long series of crises to which its
of Nasser's United Arab Republic. people have become accustomed.
From the first rumblings of this
revolt, Lebanon faced a prolonged The Customer Is Always Right
crisis of its own. Any support for the Nasser might truthfully have charged
Syrian rising would have been the Lebanon with many infidelities to
source of profound distress among the cause of Arab unity—most of
ihe many Moslems in Lebanon who them dictated by sound business
regard Nasser as the only great Arab sense. Lebanon has made itself the
leader of modern times; but de- commercial capital of the Middle
nunciation of the movement would East, mainly by its refusal to place
have angered Lebanon's powerful restrictions on the free movement
merchant middle class. The Lebanese of goods and money.
government thereupon went into
Prosperous Egyptian businessmen,
those confusing contortions of diplo- who fled with their funds when
matic indecision which always seem King Farouk was ousted, found
to result in escape, and which once both a welcome and superb banking
prompted a British diplomat to call facilities in Lebanon. Wealthy oil
Lebanon "Houdini in a fez."
princes of Kuwait and Qatar inFor example, shortly before Syria's vested heavily in Beirut real estate.
actual break with the I:AR, President Excess capital from throughout the
Nasser had been addressing a large Arab East was channeled into the
crowd in Damascus. Possibly to di- country. As in Swiss banking operavert attention from growing Syrian tions, no questions were asked.
resentment, he spoke out against There are now more than sixty difLebanon and especially Lebanon's ferent banking firms doing business
most powerful political party, the in the small country and the governlascistic Phalangists. "The Phalan- ment is still being besieged with apgists," Nasser said, "have met the plications lor permission to open
merger [of Egypt and Syria] with additional facilities. The funds
a hostile attitude and interfered
in our affairs since the first day.
We cannot tolerate such things."
In Beirut coffeehouses the anxious
(hatter swelled and exploded into
panic. The cabinet was summoned
to an emergency session. A few days
later it was announced that an official delegation would go to Damascus for a meeting with Nasser. Everyone assumed that some sort of protest
would be made.
Even to get the delegation together brought into Lebanon are put to
took some doing. Some members work in the form of loans to merof the cabinet and parliament became chants, financing new apartment
ill; others departed on trips abroad. buildings and hotels along the atAt last a small group led by the tractive sea front, and in the develpresident of the Chamber of Deputies, opment of transportation facilities.
Poor in agricultural and mineral
Sabri Hamacleh, was hurried off
to Damascus. Approaching Nasser, resources, still lagging in major in-

dustrial development, Lebanon has
been compensated for these handicaps by a splendid geographic position as the entrepot for goods going
both east and west. A sunny country
of gentle mountains and pleasant
valleys, stretching north from Israel
and south from Syria and Turkey,
Lebanon thrives on its status as the
front porch of the Middle East. In
Lebanon there can be no thought of
complete self-sufficiency and rigid
controls of imports, as there is in
what remains of Nasser's xenophobic
I'AR. The nationalization of local
and foreign enterprises is not likely.
Moreover, there are very few
threats of domestic disorder to scare
away business. Since the rising of
1958, which dealt crippling blows
to business, Squad 16, the Middle
East's most brutal anti-riot unit, has
made street disorders in Beirut almost non-existent. Squad 16, whose
name is derived from its telephone
number, is manned by a few dozen
fierce-looking giants, most of whom
wear bushy mustaches and all of
whom carry machine guns. They
race through the streets in jeeps,
prepared to nip a riot while it is
still at the stage of heated talk. Once
alter several bystanders were injured
by a hand grenade thrown by an
overzealous member of the squad,
the government announced that the
unit had been disbanded. Citizens
were instructed that henceforth the
number to call in case of trouble
would be 18 rather than 16. But
the same men with the same machine
guns respond.
Nowhere is Lebanon's tender regard for profits more evident than
in its relations with the Arab
League's powerful "Boycott Israel"
office. There are now more than
eighty U.S. companies on the Arab
blacklist. The agency also maintains
a long list of film stars who are
charged with having patronized
Zionism, among them Elizabeth
Taylor, Danny Kaye, Jerry Lewis,
and Edward G. Robinson. Nevertheless, the most popular movie house
in Beirut regularly flouts the boycott list, and the manager has made
it quite clear that he books with
boxoffice in mind, not blacklist.
How does Lebanon get away with
it? One answer is the nation's astute
sense of timing. Last year, it was
revealed that Israel was experiment-
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ing with atomic energy. To the
Arabs that meant only one thing—
the Bomb—and the call for unity in
the face of this new threat came
from Cairo and Baghdad, Amman
and Riyadh. At this point the Lebanese decided that the time had
come to go beyond mere words in
supporting the Arab cause. A week
later the Norwegian freighter Mars
arrived in Beirut with a cargo of
potatoes. The vessel, which was on
the boycott list for having previously called at an Israeli port, was
officially forbidden to discharge its
cargo in Beirut. Politicians and
potato merchants argued the point
while the ship lay in the harbor
Lor three days. When it finally
sailed away, with the potatoes still
aboard, Lebanon was hailed by
the boycott office for its adamant
stand in "the cause of Arab solidarity." Of course, the next day anything
short of the Exodus with David BenGurion at the helm might have
sailed into the harbor and had its
cargo unloaded.
QTF.ADFAST in the issue of the pota^ toes, Lebanon has not hesitated to
deviate in other, weightier matters.
The Lebanese are willing to go
along with plans for a Pan-Arab oil
company because, for one thing,
they have no oil. But the Arab
League's talk of a Pan-Arab airline
was something else again, since Lebanon has its own highly profitable
airlines. On another occasion, when
the League was preparing to censure France for its Algerian policy,
a Lebanese official in Paris was reportedly telling the French government not to worry about a thing so
far as Lebanon was concerned.
The snobbish Lebanese love what
the French left after the mandate
ended nearly two decades ago. Styleconscious Lebanese women prefer
French haute couture, French cuisine is served in most of the restaurants, and all films shown in Lebanon have French subtitles. Three
of Beirut's leading papers are in
French. For the wealthy, France is
the place to go for vacations and
operations.
Some Lebanese are even reluctant
to admit that they are Arabs. Ask
a Lebanese about this, and he will
hesitate, clear his throat, and then
blurt out, "I am a Phoenician."

He doesn't smile, mind you, and if
pressed further he will explain how
the area of the Levant now called
Lebanon was once inhabited by the
Phoenicians, his ancestors. He may
also recall for you that while most
of the Arab world lay asleep, his
forebears were trading around the
far reaches of the known world,
registering astonishing feats in navigation and devising the West's
alphabet.
The Arab League probably lets
Lebanon get away with a lot because
it depends on the nation to act as a
mediator in many of the inter-Arab
disputes. Nasser calls King Hussein
of Jordan a tool of the West.
Hussein charges that Premier Kassem of Iraq is a tool of the Com-

munists. And Kassem brands both
Nasser and Hussein as tools of a
plot against Arab solidarity. Lebanon uses this tool kit to tune up
its role as peacemaker and friend to
all, the one Arab haven of indispensable independence.
to
A Lebanon's uniquecontributing
role in Arab
NOTHER FACTOR

affairs is the impact of religion on
governmental activities. There are
scores of religious sects represented
among the 1,500,000 people who
live in the country, but the basic
division involves Christians, mainly
Maronite Roman Catholics, on one
side and Moslems on the other. The
Moslems are for the most part pro-

Nasser. The Christians arc not, for
they fear that if Lebanon were devoured in a drive for complete Arab
unity, they would become secondclass citizens.
By law, the president of Lebanon must be a Maronite Roman
Catholic, the premier a Sunni Moslem, and the president of the Chamber of Deputies a Shia Moslem.
Representation in parliament and in
the cabinet is based on religious
apportionment, the Christians jealously guarding the majority of seats.
There are ninety-nine parliamentary
deputies and fourteen cabinet members—a generous representation that
allows almost everyone in the country to brag of having a cousin in
government. No one knows for sure
which religion predominates, and
both Christians and Moslems are reluctant to agree to a religious census for fear the results would ruin
exaggerated claims on both sides.
Aside from financial and religious
considerations, Lebanese educational
institutions have done much to produce a cosmopolitan atmosphere.
Three of the leading universities in
the Arab Middle East—the American University of Beirut, St. Joseph University, and the Lebanese
University—are in Lebanon. As a
matter of fact, it was at the American University of Beirut that young
students long ago planted the first
seeds of Arab nationalism. But
a number of factors, including education and a free press, have turned
Lebanese eyes beyond Arab parochialism.
Lebanon's independent position is
also strengthened by emigration. A
great many Lebanese have taken
up permanent residence abroad.
There are large colonies in the
United States, Canada, Brazil, Argentina, and elsewhere in Latin America,
Europe, and Africa. Emigration has
provided Lebanon with an escape
from provincial attitudes and a major source of income—millions of
dollars sent back each year by
the emigrants. In return, the emigrants demand that the fatherland
remain protected against designs for
d single Middle East nation of Arabs.
Many of the emigrants return to
Lebanon once a year for a convention. This event has assumed such
great significance in the past several
years that it has been suggested
THE REPORTER
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tiie emigrants be allowed to elect
their own deputies to parliament.
Dinners and cocktail parties and
even presidential receptions are
given for the emigrants. But before
the reunion ends, the government
unfurls plans for various types of
development projects in the country and the departed children of
Lebanon are asked point-blank to
help meet the costs. They usually
come through handsomely.
How About Some Apples?
Under the circumstances, it is not
surprising that Lebanon is more
friendly to the West, than is ihe
I'AR, or Iraq, or Morocco. Vet Lebanon is not as openly servile as Jordan, a country thoroughly beholden
to Britain and the United States
for its existence. The Lebanese simply go along taking what they
consider to be the best from all
sources. The Communist bloc provides plenty of cheap textiles and
eggs (Lebanon later sells the eggs
to Kuwait and points east), and in
return takes large quantities of Lebanon's principal product—fruit.
The western bloc is appreciated
for its technological prowess, its cultural excellence, and its overwhelming generosity. Both direct assistance
and loans have come from the United
States. Recommendations on road
development are sought from German autobahn experts. (The Lebanese are partial to German efficiency as well as to the long-wearing
automobiles and typewriters produced in that country.) Italy provides virtually all of the dance-band
personnel for Beirut's feverish night
life, and from Britain come industrial equipment, aircraft, and canned
foods. France sends platoons of experts to advise on a wide variety of
projects.
Most of the advice given Lebanon
is ignored, of course, unless it is
accompanied by a cash grant. Still,
Lebanon thanks all the assisting
countries and asks them if they
would like to buy some fruit.
Not long ago the subject of fruit
was raised by members of a Lebanese diplomatic mission visiting a
Soviet satellite. Some interest was
expressed. The diplomats smiled. It
just so happened that one hundred
cases of apples had been shipped
ahead to coincide with their arrival.

Louisiana: The Expensive Way
To Fight Integration
ED PLANER
Ni:w

ORLEANS

in Louisiana, where Huey
•*--!• Long first proclaimed his plan
to make "Every Man a King," the
new goal seems to be "Every Child
in a Private School." As many as
lour thousand parents have already
applied for the S.'UiO-a-year grants
that the state, in its effort to halt integration, has generously offered
private-school students under its
"Freedom of Education" plan. The
number of applicants is expected to
rise to nine thousand by the end of
this year and to more thereafter.
Originally, the money was intended to aid pupils who withdrew from
public schools to attend segregated
private schools. Now, however, it
has been extended to children who
normally go to private schools as
well. And, although New Orleans is
ihe only city in Louisiana with any
integrated schools, the program is
nonetheless state-wide in scope.
The money also is available to
Negro students in private schools.
According to State Senator E. W.
Gravolet, fr., head of the three-man
Louisiana Financial Assistance Commission that is doling out the money,
"There is no discrimination in this
program." Consequently, sixty-two
Negroes attending the Bush Elementary Private School for Negroes in
New Orleans are receiving grants.
The first grant-in-aid bill was
passed early in 1961 by a special
session of the Louisiana legislature.
At that time, two public schools in
New Orleans had been nominally
desegregated. One school was boycotted by whites, and the other had
only a handful of white students.
Many of the white children who
withdrew were sent to a new "cooperative" school, called the Ninth
Ward Elenienfuy School, which was
set up in a renovated warehouse. The
money provided by the state paid
their tuition. Last year, the school
had an enrollment of 440. This year,
in a new building, the school has an
enrollment of 1.171—all of them reTTKRI;

ceiving the $360 a year offered by
the state. The school was founded
by Armand Duvio, a plumber, who
is presently thinking about starting
another school across the street to
handle 700 more students. In addition to the Ninth Ward Elementary,
six other "co-op" schools are expected to be operating in New Orleans by the end of the year. One
of them has already opened its doors
and the 121 students attending it are
getting their tuition from the state.
Dollars for Debutantes
At first, the grant-in-aid program
was confined to nonsectarian private schools that were run on a nonprofit basis. This summer, however,
the legislature, fearing a court test,
amended the program to include the
profit-making schools as well. As a
result, students in the most exclusive schools in Louisiana are now
getting state money to pay part of
their tuition. For example, the
Financial Assistance Commission recently approved grants-in-aid applications for sixty-six students at the
Metairie Country Day School, a fashionable private school in a New
Orleans suburb where the tuition in
the upper grades is about .15650 a
year. State payments are also going
to eighty-two students at the Louise
S. McGehee School in New Orleans,
which annually turns out a good
share of the city's debutantes.
Many of the parents who are applying for the grants-in-aid are doing
so simply because they are opposed
to the program. A New Orleans attorney whose two children attend a
private school where the average
income of the parents is quite high
put it this way: "It's costing me
SI,200 a year to send my kids to
that school. If the state is going to
pay $360 for each child in a private
school, I'm going to take it. Why
not? I'm paying for it anyhow."
Besides tuition for his children,
the attorney is also paying for public schools and the grants-in-aid pro-
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